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Formal verification of railway control software has been identified to
be one of the “grand challenges” [7] of Computer Science. Various formal
methods have been applied to this area, including algebraic specification,
e.g. [3], process algebraic modelling and verification, e.g. [14], and also
model oriented specification, where e.g. the B method has been used in
order to verify part of the Paris Metro railway [4]. In partnership with
Invensys, an internationally established company specialised in railway
control systems, we explore various verification approaches based on SAT
solving [2].
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Fig. 1. The basic verification setting

Continuing previous work by Kanso et al. [9] we verify interlockings
of real world train stations with respect to safety conditions. Our mod-
elling language is propositional logic, see Fig. 1: The physical layout of the
train station together with an abstract safety condition, e.g. ‘trains are
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separated by at least one empty track segment’, yields a concrete safety
condition ϕ(µ). The initial configuration of a train station is characterised
by some initialisation formula I(µ). The control program (in ladder logic,
an ISO standard [1]) of the interlocking system is translated into a transi-
tion formula T (µ, µ′). Here, µ and µ′ represent states of the interlocking.
All the above translations have been automated in [9]. Using an inductive
approach, namely I(µ) ⇒ ϕ(µ) and ϕ(µ) ∧ T (µ, µ′) ⇒ ϕ(µ′), Kanso et
al [9] successfully verify a medium sized real world interlocking. Some of
the required safety properties are fully automatically proven using a SAT
solver [10]. However, in some cases the SAT solver produces counter exam-
ples. In the context of the interlocking under discussion, manual analysis
can exclude these counter examples as they concern unreachable states.
For inclusion into the standard development process of interlockings, the
company Invensys requires further automation of the verification, namely
the exclusion of unreachable states and the production of error traces in
the case that a safety property does not hold.

In order to accommodate these requirements, we develop and experi-
ment with verification approaches based on ideas used in bounded model
checking. Here, we deliberately stay within boolean modelling: first, it is
natural in the given context – the ladder logic program speaks on boolean
variables only; second, it allows the direct use of SAT solvers for verifica-
tion. Concretely, we work with two scenarios:

Forward Iteration: Explore systematically the states Bi reachable in i
steps. Should Bi include a violating state, return the result “unsafe”
together with an error trace. Should Bi+1 contain only already visited
states, all reachable states have been covered and the system is safe.
As the state space is finite, the algorithm below terminates.

i← 0
B0 ← {µ | I(µ)}
while Bi 6⊆ B0 ∪ . . . ∪Bi−1 do

for µ ∈ Bi, if ¬(ϕ(µ)) ∈ SAT return “unsafe” and an error-trace; stop
Bi+1 ← {µ′ | T (µ, µ′), µ ∈ Bi}
i← i+ 1

return “safe”

Backward Iteration First, verify using Kanso’s approach. If the SAT
solver finds a state violating the safety property, iterate the transition
formula backwards from this violating state. If this leads to an initial
state, produce an error trace; otherwise the system in safe when a
fixed point of states is reached.

Using the CASL institution independent structuring mechanisms [12] in
order to specify forward and backward iteration, and with the tools Hets



[11], Paradox [5], and Minisat [6], we successfully and fully automatically
debug and verify simple examples of control programs for a Pelican Cross-
ing: in the case of an error, both scenarios effectively produce error traces;
if all reachable states are safe, forward and backward iteration effectively
and fully automatically verifies the control program.

Concerning real world interlockings, we expect both of our approaches
to scale up. Here, we pre-process the transition formula: we remove trivial
functional dependencies [8] and apply slicing techniques [13] w.r.t. the
safety property under discussion.
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